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Summary evaluation  

Based on my evaluation of the thesis manuscript, I conclude that this thesis is carefully crafted 

and satisfies high academic standards. In my opinion, the thesis by František Kopřiva fulfils all 

the conditions for gaining the degree of Doctor of Philosophy; therefore it is recommended. 

 

General remarks 

This thesis consists three chapters. The first chapter, using the dealer market (SPAD) of 

the Prague Stock Exchange, tests the role of order flows in revealing the extent of information-

driven trading in emerging market. This chapter sheds light to the regulatory authorities by 

improving the detection mechanisms of identifying the suspicious behavior of particular market 

participants.  The second chapter investigates the potential conflict of interest between associated 

analysts and brokers by examining whether brokers behavior systematically differs before and 

after investment recommendations are released. This chapter adds to our understanding on the 

conflicts of interests among the market participants by highlighting the fact that associated 

brokers misuse the investment recommendation of their affiliated analysts. The third chapter 

analyzes the risk preferences of bettors and finds that bettors on Betfair are either risk neutral or 

slightly risk loving. In addition, the results suggest that bettors tend to overweight small and 

underweight large differences in probabilities when facing a number of outcomes with different 

winning probabilities. The last paper contributes to existing literature by providing a more 

advanced estimate of the risk preferences of bettors.  

 



Specific Comments 

The first section reveals the possibility of the collusion of market makers and informed 

traders.  It is well executed and definitely an original contribution to the relevant literature. I only 

have a couple of minor suggestions with regards to this chapter. First, the author has done great 

job in reviewing most of the relevant literatures. But I believe there is a couple of significant 

literature in the field is not cited i.e. Jain (2003, 2005). This chapter looks at institutional design 

and information content, and Jain (2003) is the first paper to look at institutional design. Second, 

The paper uses the PIN measure for the information content. I suggest that the author can also 

look at R-Square measure to provide additional robustness test (see, Morck et al. 2000).  

The second chapter investigates the potential conflict of interest between associated 

analysts and brokers by examining whether brokers behavior systematically differs before and 

after investment recommendations are released. In this chapter, the author provides very detail 

and clear explanation of the identification strategy.  My only concern is the following: The 

author attempts to investigate the existence of a particular type of conflict of interest due to the 

integration of brokerage and analytical services, i.e. associated broker use the recommendation 

reports of their analysts for the trading purpose. It is not clear how and why this is a conflict of 

interests.  It needs further elaboration. Is is plausible that employer makes trading decisions 

based on the work of their employees? Is this against certain regulation? I suggest that the author 

explain this in a detail in the introduction in order to motivate the paper and highlight the 

importance of the research question. For example, the author can refer to the latest news in 

Washington Post:  

“Wall Street powerhouse Goldman Sachs “willfully violated” federal law by holding weekly 

“huddles” through which there was at least the potential for the firms’ analysts to offer 

Goldman’s own traders and favored clients a preview of the firm’s investment research, the 

Securities and Exchange Commission said Thursday.” 

The analysis in section 3 is quite interesting. It tests the validity of a fundamental finance 

theory in real life ---behavior theories. The research design is the following: behavior theory is 

valid only when bettors bet constant amount on outcomes with different odds. The theory will be 

lack of support if one allows bettors to bet different amounts on outcomes with different odds 



since their decision problem can be simply explained by standard choice between low return – 

low variance and high return-high variance bets. The research design is clear and convincing. In 

addition, the empirical study is conducted using a novel dataset. The author collect aggregated 

historical data from the world's largest betting exchange Betfair for all tennis, soccer and horse 

races winners markets between 2004 and 2008. The sample is well constructed with careful 

procedures. I believe that the paper fits the literature on decision-making under risk and 

uncertainty. The paper provides evidence on the importance of bet size in shaping bettors’ 

attitude towards risk. It challenges the common assumption of constant bet size in the previous 

literature and provide the corrected estimates of the risk preferences of bettors. I congratulate the 

author as the paper is well written and has a great potential for good publication.  
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